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1. Why are good listening skills an important part of Questioning?

Excellent listening & questioning skills help to get to the root cause of the problem quickly








When working with EFT particularly professionally, listening is a vital role in good
question formation and good questioning techniques
Often a person will want to share and ´open up´ about a problem or issue
Much of this information is useful but you may be able to pick up small snippets of
information with careful listening skills such as:
o A word
o A phrase
o A tone or change of tonality in voice
o A change of facial or bodily shifts which correspond to these
o Nervousness or hesitation on a word or in expressing thoughts
o ´Tail enders´ may be present-the ´buts´ that are not spoken
When a person has opened up and you may have a piece of information that can
help, then this is the time to carefully select a question that elicits a response that
may forward their whole issue on.
The combination of good listening skills combined with excellent questions and
questioning techniques develops a professional and more confident approach and
builds a rapport with the person.
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1. How can I improve my listening
skills?
Listening skills are essential before good
Questions and questioning techniques, so how
can I improve my listening and develop these
skills?
Good question!
Because there can be barriers present to effective listening which can be explored.

BARRIERS TO EFFECTIVE LISTENING:







Knowing or assuming what you are going to hear and not being judgemental
Sometimes delivery can be judged on ´how something is said´ and not on the content
These points can then lead to ´seeking confirmation ´and not in ´information´
What is being said isn´t always the content of what the person wants to share as
there may be ¨tail enders¨ present
Being self conscious and not client/person centred
And as Gary Craig would say, ¨Get yourself out of the way¨

EFFECTIVE LISTENING TECHNIQUES:










Encouraging
Paraphrasing
Summarising
Noting and reflecting words, sentences, feelings, emotions
Empathetic
Build rapport
Confirming
Understanding and clarifying information
Finally, and simply by not speaking as much and listening more
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2. Questioning and listening to myself
Question:
If I am using EFT for my own personal use, how can I question and listen!?
Answer:
Many people use questions with other people and clients but not for themselves.
Just ask yourself a question whilst you are tapping and see what happens. Listen.
Often you will receive a reply but it may not happen the first few times and sometimes it
isn´t what you want to hear.
It may even shock you or may not
make sense.
But your own body will not lie to you.
However don´t ignore it and try to
work with it.

Marie´s Note:
This is a great technique to use with other people and clients.
When tapping, guide or lead the person to ask themselves a question.
It is not threatening when used appropriately and at the right time during a session.
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4. What type of Questions shall I use?
It is equally as important to choose the correct types of questions.
There are two main types of questions:
1. Open ended Questions
2. Closed Questions
Generally Open Questions are preferred when using EFT to elicit more information however
there are times when Closed Questions can be very useful to a session.
Let´s discuss the difference of Open and Closed Questions and the Advantages of both.
OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS
Open questions elicit longer and
generally fuller, more complete
answers.
They usually begin with what, why,
how.
An open question asks the
respondent for his or her knowledge,
opinion or feelings.
"Tell me" and "describe" can also be
used in the same way as open
questions.
CLOSED QUESTIONS
A closed question usually receives a single word or very short, factual answer.
For example, "Are you feeling OK to continue?" The answer is "Yes" or "No"
"Where do you have this pain?" The answer may be ¨It´s in my lower back¨.
Marie´s Note

You will develop a better understanding of open and closed questions and their
appropriate use if you follow some of the guidelines and suggestions below and when
and how to use them appropriately. Then just practice and try them out with more
awareness.
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5. Advantages of Open and Closed Questions
ADVANTAGES OF OPEN QUESTIONS


Developing an open conversation: "What did you feel like when that happened?"



Finding out more detail: "What else happened in the accident?"



Finding out the other person's opinion or issues: "What do you think about that?"

ADVANTAGES OF CLOSED QUESTIONS


Concluding a discussion or making a decision: "Now we understand the facts better,
are we agreed this is the right course of action for you?"



Testing your understanding, or the other person's: "So, if I have understood you
correctly then this will be very helpful?¨



Frame setting: "Are you happy with the session to- day?"

Marie´s Note:

A misplaced closed question can stop the conversation and lead to silence
and is best avoided when a conversation is in full flow with the client.
Be aware of the questions and answers and your listening. Monitor yourself.
These are all difficult skills and develop over time as you become more aware of your
personal and professional progress.
Review your sessions on completion and if you made a mistake you will have more
awareness next time and this is how to develop our skills base and knowledge.
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6. Special Types of Questioning Techniques
Funnel Questions
This technique involves starting with general questions, and then homing in on a point in
each answer then asking more and more detail at each level.
It's often used by detectives taking a statement from a witness which doesn´t sound
appropriate for EFT sessions but there are some beneficial areas as it can prompt or help a
person who is vague or cannot remember much.
An Example using the Funnel Method
"How many people were involved in the accident?"
"Two."
"Who was that?"
"My son and me"
"What age were you both then?"
"About 40 years old and 15."
"Was anyone hurt?"
"Yes we both were injured."
"Can you remember if anyone else was injured, the other driver?"
"Now you come to mention it, yes, I remember vaguely there was a driver and
passenger."
Using this technique, you have helped re-live the scene and gradually focus on a useful
detail.
It is a technique that needs to be used with great care and skill and would not be used for
recent traumas etc as it would be too painful.
It is suggested for traumas where there is many years between the person and the trauma
and what they share could help you to help them but only if you believe it to be helpful and
the person is willing.
A TIP with the Funnel Questioning is to start with Closed Questions then as you progress
start using more Open Questions.
Advantages of Funnel Questions:
 Discover more detail about a specific point: "Tell me more about that."
 Gain the interest or increasing the confidence of the person you're speaking with.
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Probing Questions
Asking probing questions is another way to find out more detail and information.
Sometimes it's as simple as asking for an example, to help you understand a statement that
has been made.
At other times, you need additional information for clarification, "When you feel really bad,
why does it make you feel worse than normal? ¨

Advantages of Probing questions:



Gaining clarification to ensure you have the whole story and that you understand it
thoroughly.



Drawing information out of people who may be hesitant.



When you have built rapport with your client, it can be advantageous to explore and probe
more but in a gentle manner that the person is comfortable with.

Marie´s Note
Use questions that include the word "exactly" to probe and explore further:
"What exactly happened to you?"
¨How does that make you feel exactly? ¨.

Probing questions can be a great way to ´test´ EFT´s efficacy near the end of a session
when issues seem to have cleared.
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7. The 5 Why´s Strategy
An effective way of probing is to use a method called The 5 Whys, which can help you
get to the root of a problem quickly. Interestingly, this is a simple problem-solving
method which was introduced and made popular in the 1970s by Toyota Production.
The 5 Whys involves looking at any problem and asking:
"Why?" and "What caused this problem?"
The answer to the first "why" will prompt another "why".
The answer to the second "why" will
prompt another and so on.
This was known as the 5 Whys Strategy.
Benefits of the 5 Whys include:


It helps you to quickly determine the root
cause of a problem.



It's simple, and easy to learn and apply.
How to Use:
o When you're looking to solve a
problem, start at the end result and work backward
as you are working your way towards the root cause
o Continue to ask: "Why?"
You'll need to repeat this over until the root cause of the problem becomes apparent

If you are interested further in how the 5 Whys was used and developed by Toyota then
you will find more information on this Wikipedia link. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5_Whys

This is an example of how to use the 5 Whys as it can be ´softened´ to adapt to an EFT
session otherwise the Whys can come across as being quite harsh depending on the person.
It is not restricted to five there can be more Whys added.
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8. Example of how to use The 5 Whys in an EFT session
Q:THE PROBLEM: I feel so awful, so bad that I can´t seem to live life normally.
WHY

A: I don´t know , I just do..
WHY

A: Its the way it is...it doesn´t change

WHY

A: Things can´t change that easily
WHY

A: Because they can´t...life is too hard
WHY

A: Because it is...no one should be
expected to live this way
WHY
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Example of Flow Chart explained
So the EFT Conversation may go something on the lines of this when using the 5 Whys:
P = EFT Practitioner

C= Client Sheila

P: So what seems to be the main issue you have Sheila?
C: I feel so awful, so bad, I can´t seem to live life normally
P: Why do you think you feel like this?
C: I don´t know, I just do
P: Why do you think that you don´t know?
C: It´s the way it is, it just doesn´t change
P: Why do you think it just doesn´t change?
C: Things can´t change that easily
P: Why can´t things change that easily?
C: Because they can´t, life´s too hard
P: Why is life too hard Sheila?
C: Because it is; no one should be expected to live this way
P: Why should no one expect to live this way?
C: Well they shouldn´t but HE does!
P: Why does HE?
Marie´s Note
The WHY questions are leading from very vague answers to more focused ones of ´HE´.
You can continue with the Whys e g: Why does HE?
Eventually and quite quickly it will help to lead to a root cause.
Some use this technique with just WHY after each answer. If you try it this way I think it
is a good idea to advise the client in advance. I prefer to ´soften ´ the Why Technique.
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9. Rhetorical Questions
Rhetorical questions aren't questions as they do not expect an answer.
They are statements phrased in a question form: "Isn't it great we can work together on this
problem?"
Rhetorical questions engage the person or client as they are drawn into agreement.
The rhetorical question has engaged the person who is probably thinking ¨It´s great you are
going to help me with this problem....I don´t feel so alone with it¨.
As opposed to the feeling of being "told" something like "I am willing to work with you".
To which the answer may be "So what?" or ¨Well yes but I am paying you¨.

Advantages of Rhetorical Questions:


Engaging the person



Using Questioning Techniques



Creating trust



Building rapport
You have probably used all of these questioning techniques before in your everyday life.
But by consciously applying the appropriate kind of questioning, you can gain the
response or outcome that you want even more effectively.
Marie´s Note
Rhetorical questions can be very powerful when grouped.
¨ Isn´t EFT amazing the way it works so quickly?¨, ¨Who would have thought you never
believed it would work all those years ago?¨, ¨Why it works so quickly doesn´t it?¨.
They are good when a rapport has been built with a client as they can be quite informal
questions.
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10.Questions are Powerful
If questions are used in the wrong place, at the wrong time then the effects can have
disasterous consequences for all concerned.
If not handled correctly and skilfully then questioning can leave someone upset, feeling
worse or even re-traumatised.
Therefore the selection of questions below need to be used in a skilled and professional
manner.
The client or person will be helped by your ability of thoughtful Questions and the manner
and style you deliver them in.

With the correct questions and listening skills you will always leave the person in a safer
place emotionally.
Marie´s Note

Questions
WORDS are POWERFUL
You may develop great questioning skills yet the power of words is equally important in .
The choice of words and the ´Art of Delivery´ is another area to explore in the Skills
Compendium.
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11.

100 Questions

Below is a list of 100 Questions that may help you in your EFT sessions. These questions
range from the simple, basic to the more powerful. You will know your own level
so all questioning has to be treated with the utmost care, respect and empathy with the
client or person you are working with. I am stressing this throughout the Skills workbook
because a wrong question in the wrong place can completely change a session.
Some of the following questions are great with dis-association, pain, stress etc.
This is by no means an exhaustive list and many are ´creative´ which may encourage you to
try your own versions.

1. What makes you think that?
2. Who told you that?
3. How does it feel?
4. Who/what does that remind you of in your life?
5. If there was an emotion attached to the pain, what would it be?
6. If you did know what would it be?
7. Just guess. Make it up. (Great if a person is not sure, takes the pressure off to guess)
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8. If your friend had that pain, what would it be, what would it feel like to them?
9. And how could you best help your friend? (connected to Q8)
10. What was going on in your life when this started?
11. Is anyone to blame of it? What or who is to blame for that?
12. If you could live your life over, what event or person would you eliminate or leave
out? ( very powerful question that elicits a strong instant response)
13. What would you do to change that?
14. Did something occur in your life in the last year?
15. What happens when you try?
16. What does that mean?
17. What do you want to happen?
18. I don´t know how you do that, can you show me?
19. An example of that would be? Can you give me an example?
20. How do you know you are not worthy (not loveable, etc.?)
21. Where do you feel that?
22. What sets that off?
23. What reason could he (she, they) have had for doing that?
24. What does ____ mean to you?
25. What do you get out of keeping that behaviour/belief/issue?
26. Are there any advantages?
27. Are there any disadvantages?
28. What will you lose if you stop that behaviour/belief/issue?
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29. What do you have to think about to feel like that?
30. When (or where, or with whom) does it happen worst?
31. If you had to live your life over again would you do it any differently?
32. And then what happens next?
33. What does this issue/person/pain remind you of?
34. When was the first time you remember feeling this way?
35. Can you give it a colour/shape?
36. Does it feel heavy or light?
37. Has it a sensation attached to it?
38. Do you want to ´hang on´ or keep any of this problem?
39. If you had a Magic Wand how would you use it?
40. If the problem was sat over there in that corner, what would it look like?
41. How would you advise someone to get rid of it?
42. If you could give _______ a song title, what would it be?
43. If there were a deeper emotion underlying this problem, what might it be?
44. What’s the upside of keeping this problem?
45. What’s the downside of giving up this problem?
46. When you become stuck on an issue, ask yourself


What’s in the way here?



What have I not yet seen?



What core issue have I been unable to find?

47. If I got rid of this _____________ now, what would I replace it with?
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48. Is this problem in your mind constantly?
49. How much of your life does it take up?
o 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% or 100%?
50. Can you see it, hear it, sense it or feel it?
51. What would I like to do (or be) more than anything else right now?
52. Your dream has come true, what would you do-what does it mean to you?
53. What do I really love (like) about me?
54. Is there anything I don´t like about me?
55. What do my friends (family, husband etc) really love about me?
56. You have to start somewhere, where do you want to start?
57. I know you don´t feel good at the moment but what happens next?
58. I feel your frustration (anger, hurt etc) what would help to eliminate it?
59. What would help to make you feel better?
60. You have this problem/issue but does everyone know about it?
61. You have this problem/issue – is there anyone who doesn´t know about it? Why?
62. If we could get rid of this heavy weight/burden right now-where would we put it?
63. What would we do with it?
64. Would it be easy (or hard) to get rid of? Why?
65. What would happen if you just let go of all that sorrow (pain, anger etc)?
66. If we put it in box – what size box would we need: tiny, small, big, huge, there isn´t a
box big enough.
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67. I believe it´s possible to overcome this ( I don’t believe it is)
68. If my friend (husband, family etc) had to write a book about me (and/or this
problem) they would say I am____________________ ? (disassociation)
69. How good am I going to feel when this is gone, will everything be OK then?
70. You are watching a film with an actor/actress with your problem, how would you
describe it? What do you think about them? ( disassociation)
71. I know the pain is really terrible- can you give it a name?
72. Can you give it an emotion (or feeling)
73. If the pain had gone can you give it a positive emotion? ( or feeling)
74. You can turn the clock forward, back or keep it the same? What would you do, why?
75. You can hear people (or person) chatting about you-what are they saying? (if it is
something bad/negative –ask the client to think of something good/positive they are
saying)
76. Are you afraid of this issue/problem? If yes why?
77. Does it remind you of anyone? If yes, who?
78. When I think about myself, I think I am _______________________________?
79. If I could live at any moment in time right now, I would live
o In the past
o In the future
o Now
o NB: occasionally it elicits ´I wouldn´t want to live my life over´
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80. You have a Magic Wand, would you:
o Bring anyone/something back in your life that isn´t here now? If yes: Who and Why?
o You could eliminate someone/something now? What/who would it be? Why?
81. Your Magic Wand has stopped working! How could you do this yourself and/or with
help? Who would help you with it? Why would they help?
82. Choose one of these statements, then ask why after the answer:
o Life is fair
o Life is excellent
o Life isn´t fair
o Life is terrible
o I am lucky in life/love/health
o I am unlucky in life/love/health
83. If you chose an actor/actress to be you – what instructions would you give them on
the character, the pain, the problem etc?
84. If you have to put a percentage on how much you want to tell me about this
problem/issue what would it be at the moment? (This can be used at different stages
to see if the percentage improves or deteriorates)
85. You have a choice here to tell me anything else, that will help me to help you?( stress
they don´t have to and don´t push)
86. I know this is really difficult for you and you don´t have to explain but if you had to
choose just ONE word we can tap on, what would it be?
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87. When you say it is really difficult, is there a word or something that would make it
simple/simpler – you don´t have to explain?
88. You are going on holiday and going to leave your problem/pain/issue/person behind,
would you enjoy it? Why? (if no – why would you not enjoy it?)
89. I can feel it here____________ ( what part of the body e g: stomach)?
90. Can you describe it? What does it feel like?
91. If I could do ONE thing that I can´t do now because of this problem, it would
be_______________? Why?
92. There are probably many other people that feel like I do (yes/no?), I wonder if we all
got together how we could support/help each other?
93. What would our conversations be like?
94. I know there are other people with this condition, if I could help them, I would tell
them_____________________________? ( opens up but in a disassociated way)
95. What ONE thing would we have in common? (can expand on positive and negative)
96. A wish has come true! I have to day to live without this problem, what shall I do?
97. This may sound silly- but how will I know when I am better? Or when I m over this?
(it opens up sharing more information on the condition and also how they want to
feel)
98. If only I could ______________________ (the person can complete what they would
like to do and can be used for say three things etc)
99. I m going to bury my problem, do I need a big hole, a small hole or there isn´t one big
enough? (or what size hole do you need to bury your problem in?)
100 How could we make this less painful for you?
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Paradoxical statements:


Even though I am not completely over this issue, yet



I believe it´s possible to overcome this ( I don’t believe it is)



Exaggerate the grandiosity of their belief: “Even though NOBODY else in the world
feels this way…”



There are Buttons being pushed here



It´s an inside job

Marie´s Note
It´s a great idea to build your own FAVOURITES list of questions you have tried or
variations of these that you have adapted and that you can refer to.
It is a great idea to share your favourite questions with other people and/or
Practitioners.
Everyone has their own style and some of the questions may not ´sit´ with you.
You may need to change the language or words.
You may need to adapt a question.
You may need to ´soften´ the language or the sentence.
RAPPORT: This is an important area of questioning.
If you have built rapport with the person or client then some questions you can easily
use.
Some questions are more informal or direct and would not be suitable to use in the
first part of a session.
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12.Expanded Questioning Techniques

To EXPAND on the question is a cycle of questions and answers which will often lead into a
core issue. Miss an answer or not follow up by expanding this technique and you can miss the
‘whole’ of an answer and the core issue.

Question
1
Answer 5

Answer 1

Question
5
expanded

Question
2
expanded

Main
issue
Answer 4

Answer 2

Question
4
expanded

Question
3
expanded
Answer 3
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Example of Flow Chart Circle explained
The Flow Chart above shows you how to expand a question and keep expanding.

The whole cycle if followed will eventually lead to a core issue and is a key to success.

Example Problem: Sleep disorder P = Practitioner C = Client
P: Question 1

What stops you sleeping?

C: Answer 1

Oh, lots of things

P: Question 2 Expanded

What type of things?

C: Answer 2

Worries, lots of them

P: Question 3 Expanded

What type of worries?

C: Answer 3

Well, my girlfriend for one

P: Question 4 Expanded

Why is she a worry to you?

C: Answer 4

We are not getting on well with all these worries

P: Question 5 Expanded

What other worries are there?

C: Answer 5

Well my little boy and my girlfriend don´t get on well

Marie´s Note:
You can see from the above example and Expanded Questioning Techniques how some of the
issues arising would eventually lead to the root of the problem in a controlled and
safe manner for your client.
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13. Marie Holliday at ´The Heart of EFT´
Marie lives in the Murcia region of Spain and speaks fluent Spanish. She is a
Trainer of Trainers with AAMET International and
travels worldwide to teach EFT students to their
required level and an expert in her own right.
She has trained students from all parts of Spain
including the Canaries and the Balearic Islands,
Switzerland, Andorra and the UK with many years
experience and professional training background.
Additionally she has worked in a voluntary capacity
on the AAMET Training team and Director of AAMET
International Training & Certification Board and a
member of their Executive Board. She has always played an active part in
AAMET and the training team and loves the fact the team are constantly striving
for the highest standards, quality training of skills and competencies in learning
EFT.
Marie believes that there is a great need for more in depth and extensive
information behind EFT and what may appear to be very deceptively simple
techniques. She has now started to develop an A to Z Compendium of Skills
Books to develop your knowledge, information and skills at all levels including
beginners of EFT. This developed from her monthly newsletters ´Tap into
Health´ where she had a constant stream of enquiries about foundational EFT
and more advanced.
She is developing this extensive series ´The Heart of EFT´ to make all these
skills books and information readily available for areas that you may need
further help and development with.
Marie holds regular training courses at all levels with AAMET Certification
recognised worldwide.
She specialises in Mentoring and holds regular mentoring sessions and mentors
individually or in groups to help you meet AAMET´s annual criteria and develop
yourself professionally and personally.
Marie has worked with serious illness a long time following her own serious
illness which EFT helped her recover and now also specialises in Animals
including wildlife and EFT.
She is due to bring out many more books in this series to increase your
knowledge base and depth of EFT.
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Marie teaching Level 1 students

Marie´s links for further detailed information.
About Marie and EFT

http://www.eftspain.com/

About EFT Training and mentoring

http://www.eftspaintraining.com

About Animals and EFT

http://www.animalenergyworld.com

Subscribe to monthly newsletter and
read back issues of ´Tap into Health´

http://www.newsletter.eftspain.com

Facebook Marie

http://www.facebook.com/eftspain

Facebook Animals http://www.facebook.com/animalenergyworld
Linked in Animals
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/ANIMAL-ENERGY-WORLD-4996984/about
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Disclaimer
As an EFT Practitioner, the Author does not diagnose people nor prescribe medications nor
offer medical treatment.
The views and suggestions in this publication are the opinions of the author only.
The author takes no responsibility or liability for any consequences of actions taken based
on the published information and is used at own risk.
This publication may not be duplicated in any form unless consent is given by the Author.
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